This study revisits the classical problem of quantifying the radiative effects of unique cloud types in the era of spaceborne active observations. The radiative effects of nine cloud types, distinguished based on their vertical structure defined by CloudSat and CALIPSO observations, are assessed at both the top of the atmosphere and the surface. The contributions from single-and multilayered clouds are explicitly diagnosed. The global, annual mean net cloud radiative effect at the top of the atmosphere is found to be 217.1 6 4.2 W m 22 owing to 244.2 6 2 W m 22 of shortwave cooling and 27.1 6 3.7 W m 22 of longwave heating. Leveraging explicit cloud base and vertical structure information, we further estimate the annual mean net cloud radiative effect at the surface to be 224.8 6 8.7 W m 22 (251.1 6 7.8 W m 22 in the shortwave and 26.3 6 3.8 W m 22 in the longwave). Multilayered clouds are found to exert the strongest influence on the top-ofatmosphere energy balance. However, a strong asymmetry in net cloud radiative cooling between the hemispheres (8.6 W m 22 ) is dominated by enhanced cooling from stratocumulus over the southern oceans. It is found that there is no corresponding asymmetry at the surface owing to enhanced longwave emission by southern ocean clouds in winter, which offsets a substantial fraction of their impact on solar absorption in summer. Thus the asymmetry in cloud radiative effects is entirely realized as an atmosphere heating imbalance between the hemispheres.
Introduction
Earth's climate is strongly regulated by the spatial and temporal variability of clouds. Variations in cloud phase, height, thickness, and vertical structure all modulate the way clouds influence the propagation of solar and thermal radiation through the atmosphere. Accurately modeling the sensitivity of climate to external forcing, therefore, requires a precise accounting of the radiative feedbacks owing to cloud changes. Yet it is not sufficient to merely tune models to represent the global net cloud effects since feedbacks depend critically on cloud characteristics, their location, and their environment (Stephens 2005; Bony et al. 2006 ) and thus models must correctly represent radiative effects of distinct cloud types, their spatial distributions, and their temporal variability instead of relying on tuning the global-mean radiative energy to be balanced for the present-day climate. However, uncertainty remains concerning how different cloud types regulate radiative fluxes on global scales, which impedes progress toward constraining the processes that govern spatial and temporal variability in cloud radiative effects. This is related to the fact that global models continue to exhibit significant cloud biases, such as insufficient boundary layer clouds and a poor representation of multilayered cloud systems, that may significantly impact their ability to simulate cloud feedbacks (Zhang et al. 2005; Su et al. 2010 Su et al. , 2013 Bodas-Salcedo et al. 2014; Calisto et al. 2014) .
Classifying cloudy scenes in observations has been the subject of vigorous research for more than two centuries (Howard 1803 (Howard , 1843 . In situ and ground-based cloud measurements provide high-quality observations at specific locations, but lack global coverage compared to satellites (Kiehl 1994; Hahn and Warren 1999; Wang and Sassen 2001; Comstock et al. 2002; Ackerman and Stokes 2003) . Also, ground-based active sensors may miss some high clouds due to attenuation (lidar) or loss of sensitivity (radar) (Protat et al. 2014) . Satellite-based cloud detection from passive instruments combined with radiation budget instruments like the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE) vastly improved our understanding of cloud distributions and their global radiative impacts (Ramanathan et al. 1989; Harrison et al. 1990; Rossow and Lacis 1990; Wielicki et al. 1996; Rossow and Schiffer 1999) . Accurate discrimination of multilayered clouds and precise delineation of cloud top and cloud base attitudes have, however, been challenging in conventional passive sensor approaches given their limited ability to measure cloud vertical structure (Mace et al. 2009; Mace and Wrenn 2013) .
Among the early studies to document the radiative properties of distinct cloud types from spaceborne passive observations were those of Ockert-Bell and and Hartmann et al. (1992) , who used C1 cloud data from the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) (Rossow and Schiffer 1999) and radiative fluxes data from ERBE . The ISCCP C1 product classified clouds into five types (see Fig. 1 ) according to observed cloud height and optical depth. and Hartmann et al. (1992) documented the impact of each of these types on top-of-atmosphere longwave and shortwave radiation contrasting the effects of low, midlevel, and high clouds around the globe. The results provided valuable insights into the factors that govern the distributions of cloud radiative effects and their seasonal variation and served as important benchmarks for evaluating the global models at that time but they were, of course, subject to some limitations. The passive sensors and methods used lacked information for discriminating cloud types at night or distinguishing overlapping cloud fields (Rossow et al. 1985; Chen et al. 2000) . Also, the lack of information concerning cloud vertical structure introduces large uncertainties when estimating cloud influences on surface radiation.
Building on these ERBE measurements, the Clouds and the Earth's Radiant Energy System (CERES) instruments on board the Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission (TRMM), Terra, and Aqua satellites have significantly improved radiative flux data (Wielicki et al. 1996) . The ISCCP D1 cloud product coupled new cloud retrieval methods to radiative transfer models to further estimate the radiative impacts of cloud types at the surface (SFC) (Chen et al. 2000) . Likewise, the CERES Surface Radiation Budget (SRB) product has been developed to derive the shortwave and longwave surface radiative fluxes on a global scale (Gupta et al. 1999 ). These datasets have been extensively validated against surface flux observations from the Baseline Surface Radiation Network (BSRN) to ensure that they yield accurate estimates of downwelling longwave and shortwave fluxes on monthly scales . However, the limited information concerning cloud base or the presence of multiple cloud layers in the passive observations used by both ISCCP and SRB continues to hamper our ability to quantifying the radiative impacts of some complex cloud types  FIG. 1. (a) Five classes of cloud defined according to the ISCCP radiance classification , and (b) equivalent classification based on true cloud height and cloud thickness according to the CloudSat and CALIPSO 2BCLD. Zhang et al. 1995; Gupta et al. 1999; Zhang et al. 2005; Loeb et al. 2009; Wild et al. 2013) .
Our understanding of the influence of distinct cloud types on Earth's radiation budget continues to be advanced with new definitions of ISCCP cloud-based weather states (e.g., Jakob and Tselioudis 2003; Oreopoulos and Rossow 2011) . Another approach called ''cloud object analysis'' categorizes similar satellite footprints in a contiguous region to examine the influence of cloud regimes on radiative budget (Xu et al. 2005; Bacmeister and Stephens 2011; Xu et al. 2016) . Also, Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) (Platnick et al. 2003) cloud types have been updated using the latest cloud retrievals (Oreopoulos et al. 2016) . While these studies continue to provide significant insights into the role distinct cloud types play in defining Earth's radiation budget, new profiling capabilities afforded by spaceborne active sensors offer potential for refining the analysis to include explicit cloud boundary information not available through conventional means (Stephens et al. 2018) . It is the goal of this paper to revisit the role of distinct cloud types in Earth's energy budget within the context of the new vertical dimension provided by CloudSat and CALIPSO.
Since 2006, the active sensors aboard CloudSat and Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations (CALIPSO) have provided detailed nearglobal observations of cloud vertical structures (Stephens et al. 2002) . This information is concisely summarized in CloudSat's level 2 cloud scenario classification (2B-CLDCLASS-lidar, hereafter 2BCLD) product (Sassen and Wang 2012 ) that combines radar and lidar measurements to distinguish canonical cloud types based on explicitly constrained cloud boundaries, two-dimensional cloud structure, cloud phase, and precipitation features through a neural network approach. CloudSat's level 2 radiative flux and heating rate (2B-FLXHR-lidar, hereafter 2BFLX) algorithm combines this information with cloud properties and scene characteristics from CloudSat, CALIPSO, and MODIS to compute vertical profiles of shortwave (SW) and longwave (LW) radiative fluxes for each CloudSat field of view. Together the 2BCLD and 2BFLX datasets provide the basis needed to reassess the effect of cloud type on Earth's energy balance in the modern satellite era. This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we briefly describe each dataset and the methods used in this analysis. In section 3, we will discuss global distribution of radiative effect by individual cloud type at the TOA. After that, we will document how these state-ofthe-art sensors offer the required advances in cloud boundary information to discern the radiation at the surface. Finally, a summary and discussion will be given in section 4. A subsequent study (Hang et al. 2019) will examine the implications of cloud type for radiative heating and cooling within the atmosphere.
Datasets
a. CloudSat's 2B-CLDCLASS-lidar data product While classifying clouds by their pressure and optical depth has led to important breakthroughs in our understanding of cloud feedbacks, active sensors offer potential for further refining constraints on cloud vertical structure (L'Ecuyer and Jiang 2010). CloudSat's 2BCLD product utilizes collocated CloudSat, CALIPSO, and MODIS measurements to explicitly incorporate twodimensional cloud characteristics into a vertical and spatial structure-based cloud classification scheme (Sassen et al. 2008; Sassen and Wang 2012) . CloudSat's 94-GHz nadir-looking Cloud Profiling Radar (CPR) has a minimum sensitivity of approximately 230 dBZ (at launch and for the time period considered here). The radar cross-track resolution is approximately 1.4 3 1.7 km 2 and with a vertical resolution of 480 m, which is further oversampled to 240 m (Tanelli et al. 2008 ). Since CloudSat's CPR is relatively less sensitive to small particles, the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP) on board CALIPSO provides complementary measurements of subvisual cirrus and low-lying liquid clouds that go undetected by the CPR Winker et al. 2007; Henderson et al. 2013) . Together, these sensors provide the most accurate depiction of the vertical distribution of clouds currently available (Mace et al. 2009 ). Furthermore, combined CPR and CALIOP measurements provide reliable cloud phase (liquid, ice, or mixed phase) discrimination for each cloud layer (Zhang et al. 2010 ). In addition, MODIS provides complementary measurements of cloud effective radius and integrated optical thickness that further constrain cloud radiative properties (Platnick et al. 2003; Ackerman et al. 2008; Chan and Comiso 2011) .
Compared to ISCCP and other similar cloud type schemes, the CloudSat 2BCLD product not only provides information for cloud type characterization more faithfully but also helps fill gaps in understanding multilayered clouds. The 2BCLD product groups cloud scenes into different layers, then classifies cloud clusters into stratus (St), stratocumulus (Sc), cumulus (Cu) (including Cu congestus), nimbostratus (Ns), altocumulus (Ac), altostratus (As), deep convective clouds (D.C.), or high clouds (cirrus and cirrostratus) based on cloud height and phase, maximum effective radar reflectivity factor, and temperature, as well as the presence of precipitation reaching the surface. For boundary layer clouds, St and Sc are mainly separated by horizontal homogeneity based on cloud-top height and radar reflectivity. Cu includes fair weather cumulus and deep cumulus congestus. Fair weather cumulus clouds are separated from St and Sc with cloud fraction. Specific definitions for each cloud category can be found in Sassen and Wang (2008) . If more than one cloud type is identified in multiple distinct cloud layers separated by at least one CPR vertical range bin, then that pixel is classified as a multilayered (M.L.) cloud. Note that this definition of M.L. cloud is not limited to multilayered clouds consisting of distinct liquid and ice layers (Matus and L'Ecuyer 2017) , but also includes mixed phase clouds. Together, CloudSat and CALIPSO likely observe the majority of all multilayered clouds with one exception. They can miss very low clouds that lie below optically thick overlying high or mixed-phase clouds where the lidar attenuates in the upper cloud and the radar misses the lower cloud layer due to ground clutter (Protat et al. 2014) . In this case, the missing clouds have negligible impact on TOA cloud forcing and weak impact on surface LW cloud forcing. Other missing clouds from combined CloudSat and CALIPSO do happen, but at a relatively low frequency. With the low occurrence, we do not expect the missing clouds to noticeably impact the statistical results reported.
b. CloudSat's 2B-FLXHR-lidar data product
The CloudSat 2BFLX algorithm derives estimates of broadband fluxes consistent with retrievals of atmospheric, cloud, and surface properties from CloudSat, CALIPSO, and MODIS (L'Ecuyer et al. 2008 ). This study uses the fifth release (R05) of the 2BFLX dataset that features improvements in mixed-phase and ice cloud properties (Matus and L'Ecuyer 2017) . Compared with the previous version (R04) of 2BFLX (Henderson et al. 2013) , the R05 implements ice cloud properties from CloudSat 2C-ICE product, which provides more rigorous treatment of thin ice clouds that includes explicit retrievals of ice water content (IWC) and effective radii (Deng et al. 2013; Ham et al. 2017; Matus and L'Ecuyer 2017) . The R05 2BFLX product remains sensitive to retrieval errors and sampling biases introduced by the limited spatial and temporal sampling characteristics of CloudSat and CALIPSO, especially on the scale of individual cloud system. Nevertheless, the algorithm has been demonstrated to provide a robust statistical representation of CERES top of the atmosphere fluxes when integrated over monthly and longer scales. The CERES instrument aboard Aqua provides a unique opportunity for evaluating 2BFLX because of the small temporal gap between the orbits of the Aqua satellite and CloudSat (Kato et al. 2010) .
While the vertical structure information provided by spaceborne active sensors provides significant new insights into the role of distinct cloud types in the global energy budget, these data are not without their limitations. The spatial and temporal characteristics of CloudSat and CALIPSO may introduce sampling biases in the results. For example, the diurnal variations in cloud cover are not properly accounted for by the limited twice-daily sampling of the A-Train. Also, these datasets do not provide full global coverage, omitting regions of 82.58-908. Uncertainties may also be present in the radiative effects estimated from 2B-FLXHR-lidar owing to cloud detection and cloud microphysical property retrievals. Liquid water content, surface temperature, and lower-troposphere humidity, in particular, exert strong influences on surface flux estimates that drive the error bars presented here (Henderson et al. 2013 ). In addition, Mülmenstädt et al. (2018) recently reported that significant regional errors may exist in downwelling LW fluxes due to uncertainty in cloud base heights. All uncertainty estimates reported in this study derive from the comparisons found in Matus and L'Ecuyer (2017) and a comprehensive set of sensitivity studies is reported in Henderson et al. (2013) . Additional details concerning 2BFLX performance can be found in those studies.
An example profile from R05 2BFLX is shown in Fig. 2 , which shows the reflectivity and cloud mask as well as the corresponding cloud radiative effects (CREs) estimated from 2BFLX at the TOA and SFC. According to 2BCLD, clouds are categorized as cirrus, altostratus, and multilayered clouds. The multilayered clouds cases have strong SW effects that dominate net CRE while the altostratus-only portion shows small net CRE.
c. Methodology
This study documents the radiative effects of nine vertical structure-based cloud types on radiant energy balance. The analysis uses data from the pre-anomaly phase of the CloudSat mission from January 2007 to December 2010 and covers the complete, near-global sampling provided by CloudSat and CALIPSO from 82.58S to 82.58N. All data are gridded to 2.58 3 2.58 spatial resolution to ensure adequate sampling on monthly time scales. Since CloudSat and CALIPSO measurements are always collected at 0130 and 1330 local time (LT), the estimated SW fluxes are normalized to the diurnally averaged insolation to approximate the full diurnal cycle. Here this is achieved by multiplying the shortwave fluxes for each CloudSat pixel by the diurnally averaged insolation for that day and location. This does not account for diurnal variations in cloud cover other than those directly observed at the two sampling times at 0130 and 1330 LT.
With this limitation in mind, the global annual mean net CRE at the TOA (C Net,TOA ) in this dataset is estimated to be 217.1 6 4.2 W m 22 , with 244.2 6 2 W m 22 in the shortwave (C SW,TOA ) and 27.1 6 3.7 W m 22 in the longwave (C LW,TOA ) (Matus and L'Ecuyer 2017). The spatial distribution of C Net,TOA is shown in Fig. 3 . Clouds are observed to exert a net cooling effect over much of the global peaking over the midlatitude oceans. Smaller net warming effects are evident over tropical land regions, most notably equatorial Africa, and in polar regions. The resulting net TOA CRE is somewhat weaker than previous estimates from ISCCP (225 W m 22 ) (Raschke et al. 2016) , possibly due to biases in assigning optical properties in some regions (Zhang et al. 2004; Allan 2011; Stackhouse et al. 2011) , but agrees well with the latest estimates from CERES (217.9 W m 22 ) (Loeb et al. 2018) .
In addition to estimating radiative effects at the TOA, cloud boundary information from CloudSat and CALIPSO allows surface cloud radiative effects to be estimated more accurately than from passive sensors. In general, SW CRE at the surface is larger than the TOA due to atmospheric absorption. The global annual average net CRE at the surface (C Net,SFC ) is estimated to be 224.8 6 8.7 W m 22 , with contributions of 251.1 6 7.8 W m 22 in the shortwave (C SW,SFC ) and 26.3 6 3.8 W m 22 in the longwave (C SW,SFC ) (Fig. 3) . The uncertainties in the surface fluxes are derived based on the sensitivity studies reported in Henderson et al. (2013) . Note that in the Henderson et al. (2013) the uncertainty in cloud base height was assumed to be 240 m but recent work of Mülmenstädt et al. (2018) suggests that 480 m is a more appropriate measure of cloud base error. The uncertainties in surface fluxes due to cloud base height errors reported in Table 6 of Henderson et al. (2013) are, therefore, doubled in this study. These estimates of surface cloud radiative effects agree well with derived from Surface Radiation Budget (SRB) dataset (Allan 2011) . Compared with previous results from passive sensors, the differences are significant because there is additional complexity involved in computing surface fluxes (in both 2BFLX and CERES) that contributes to additional uncertainty in flux calculations. To estimate surface fluxes based on TOA fluxes, assumptions need to be made regarding cloud base height, trace gases, and aerosols. There are clearly discrepancies in the treatment of these quantities between 2BFLX and CERES. Given the complexity involved, it is fairly challenging to attribute the source of this discrepancy. In fact, the global mean C SW,SFC from SRB (253 W m 22 ) is very similar to that reported here. The value of C LW,SFC derived from SRB is somewhat larger (32 W m 22 ) but still likely within the error bars of both estimates (Stackhouse et al. 2011) .
The difference between C Net,TOA and C Net,SFC implies 7.7 6 4.5 W m 22 of cloud-induced atmospheric absorption. Note that this atmospheric absorption is defined as the difference between TOA and SFC CRE; as a result, small errors in TOA or SFC can be amplified in atmosphere since it is computed as a difference. This global mean cloud-induced atmospheric heating derives almost entirely from enhanced SW absorption in the presence of clouds (6.9 W m 22 ). However, unlike the spatial patterns of SW CRE (C SW ), which are almost identical at the TOA and SFC, there are substantial differences in the spatial structure of LW CRE (C LW ) between the surface and the TOA that demonstrate that clouds exert significant zonal variations in atmospheric heating. Thus SW absorption controls global mean cloud atmospheric heating while strong regional gradients in the strength of cloud LW emission govern its spatial distribution. Figure 4 shows the global distribution of annual mean cloud fraction from CloudSat and CALIPSO observations, which corresponds to the CRE estimates in Fig. 3 . Covering approximately 71% of Earth's surface, clouds are most commonly observed in the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ) and midlatitude storm tracks, and least frequently over remote subtropical oceans and deserts. A casual comparison of Figs. 3 and 4 clearly demonstrates that total cloud fraction is insufficient for explaining the spatial distribution of net CRE. For example, despite the high net cloud fraction in the ITCZ (80%), C Net,TOA (Fig. 3c ) in this region nearly vanishes owing to competing LW and SW radiative effects (Kiehl 1994) .
Radiative effects of cloud types
To understand the distribution of cloud radiative effects, cloudy scenes must be partitioned into distinct regimes. The global distributions of the nine vertical structure-based cloud types identified in the 2BCLD cloud classification are shown in Fig. 5 . Here, an explicit distinction is made between pixels containing a single cloud layer and those that contain multiple layers whose radiative characteristics can differ substantially from those of any of the component layers in isolation. Singlelayer clouds have further been separated into eight distinct types according to the 2BCLD classification. Note, however, that the more nuanced topic of further discriminating distinct multilayered cloud scenes is left as a subject for future study (Oreopoulos et al. 2017) . Instead, we focus on simply distinguishing this complex category of clouds that are often challenging to discriminate using passive sensors. As a result, the frequency and radiative effects of this more diverse category are enhanced relative to their single-layer counterparts but this is done intentionally to illustrate the importance of accurately characterizing such scenes in both observations and models when assessing global cloud radiative effects.
In general, the distributions in Fig. 5 conform to our qualitative understanding of global cloud distributions: high clouds (cirrus, deep convective clouds, and multilayered cloud systems) are most frequently observed near the equator and over tropical continents resulting from the large transport of water vapor into upper levels by persistent convection. Midlevel clouds (altostratus, altocumulus, and nimbostratus clouds) are predominantly observed over storm track regions. Marine boundary layer clouds (stratus, stratocumulus, and cumulus) are prevalent in subsidence regions over midlatitude oceans and subtropical eastern ocean margins. However, Fig. 5 reveals two important distinctions that are generally not captured in passive cloud classifications. First, the ability to distinguish single-and multilayered cloud systems reveals that scenes consisting of more than one overlapping cloud layer cover nearly 30% of the globe. By comparison, the fractional coverage of all categories of single-layered cloud combined is 41%, with stratocumulus the most commonly observed single-layer cloud type at 15.5%. Note that the stratocumulus cloud fraction may be overestimated relative to stratus owing to CloudSat radar detection limits, which favor larger cloud and drizzle droplets and low cloud horizontal homogeneity (Wang et al. 2012) . Second, the ability of active sensors to delineate convective cores at high spatial resolution demonstrates that deep convection represents less than 1% of the cloudy scenes on Earth. From a radiative perspective, it is important to distinguish these convective profiles from the associated cirrus and multilayered clouds even though they may derive from the same storm system in many instances.
a. Top of atmosphere
Cloud radiative effects depend not only on their geographic locations but also on their physical and optical properties (Rossow and Lacis 1990; Hartmann et al. 1992 ). To quantify this radiative impact at the TOA, the conditional mean CRE of each cloud type i is defined as
where F Y and F [ are downward and upward fluxes under clear-sky and all-sky conditions in Earth's atmosphere, respectively (Hartmann et al. 1986; Ramanathan et al. 1989; Oreopoulos and Rossow 2011; Henderson et al. 2013 ). Clear-sky fluxes are obtained through planeparallel radiative transfer calculations in which all condensed water is removed from the atmosphere, while all-sky fluxes represents the standard 2BFLX calculations described above. The subscript i denotes each of the nine cloud types in 2BCLD product. Each individual C i is weighted by the global cloud fraction of each cloud type (shown in Fig. 5 ) to determine its contribution to the total CRE:
where hC i i is the conditional mean CRE when cloud type i and CF i is the corresponding cloud fraction. Figure 6 highlights examples of this calculation for cirrus FIG. 5 . Breakdown of annual mean cloud fraction (Fig. 4) by cloud type determined based on 2BCLD classification, 2007-10 (%). The area-weighted global average (in %) is shown in parentheses. Ci 5 cirrus, As 5 altostratus, Ac 5 altocumulus, St 5 stratus, Sc 5 stratocumulus, Cu 5 cumulus, Ns 5 nimbostratus, D.C. 5 deep convection, and M.L. 5 multilayered cloud system. and stratocumulus clouds. The term C i shows the contributions of cloud type i to the total CRE, and exhibits more variability than hC i i, which only accounts for variation in cloud effects induced by background or environmental conditions and cloud properties. This suggests that, once segregated by type, the spatial distribution of each cloud type plays a bigger role in determining its effect on climate than variations in cloud microphysical structure or environment. However, regional variations in conditional mean CRE are evident such as smaller net C Ci over the Tibetan Plateau, polar regions, and Rocky Mountains where the temperature contrast between cirrus and the colder underlying surfaces is smaller. Figure 6 also reveals that hC Sc i is more variable than hC Ci i because in the former case there is greater contribution to the net CRE from SW CRE, which is more sensitive to internal cloud property (optical depth) variability within the cloud type, and also depends on systematic variations in solar geometry. The goal of this paper is to contrast the radiative effects of each cloud type in CLDCLASS-lidar, C i .
1) GLOBAL DISTRIBUTION OF RADIATIVE EFFECT BY INDIVIDUAL CLOUD TYPES
Figures 7-9 display global maps of annual mean C Net,TOA , C SW,TOA , and C LW,TOA of nine cloud types based on 2BFLX estimates. As shown in Fig. 7 , cirrus and stratocumulus clouds exert the strongest net radiative impacts globally of the single-layer cloud types. Cirrus clouds are found to warm the atmosphere and surface by 2 W m 22 , on the global annual mean, especially over relatively warm surfaces including the tropical warm pool and the Sahel region. Stratocumulus clouds, by contrast, exert a large cooling effect of 28.2 W m 22 . The most pronounced influences of stratocumulus occur over subtropical oceans where they can exceed 220 W m 22 . Altocumulus, stratus, and cumulus clouds also exert significant cooling influences on the planet but these effects seldom exceed 10 W m 22 in any given location (Fig. 7) .
Multilayered cloud systems are found to significantly cool the planet by an average of 26.1 W m 22 , contributing nearly 44% of the global total C SW,TOA and nearly 49% of the global total C LW,TOA . However, these effects vary substantially with geographic location. Multilayered cloud systems exert a strong cooling effect over the Pacific ITCZ, a warming effect over equatorial Africa, and a negligible effect over eastern India and Indonesia. This is a consequence of the fact that multilayered cloud pixels, as defined here, can consist of various combinations of high and low cloud whose frequency depends strongly on local environment. Nevertheless of the nine cloud types considered here, the spatial distribution of total C Net,TOA most closely resembles that from multilayered cloud systems that are likely the most challenging to capture in both passive observations and global models.
The net effect of clouds on TOA radiation is determined by the relative magnitude of the LW and SW effects. The radiative impacts of the single-layer cloud types are governed by a combination of their frequency and geometric and optical properties. Optically thin high clouds exert a net warming effect while optically thick, shallow clouds contribute a net cooling effect. The FIG. 6. Selected global maps of hC i i 3 CF i 5 C i [for cirrus (Ci) and stratocumulus (Sc) clouds]; hC i i is the total net CRE at TOA when cloud type i is observed, CF i is the cloud fraction of cloud type i, and C i shows the contribution of cloud type i to the global CRE.
transition between these regimes depends on both cloud height and optical depth but is decidedly skewed toward an albedo effect for most cloud types owing to the asymptotic behavior C LW which saturates at relatively low optical depth. Only high, thin cirrus clouds and, to a much lesser extent, altostratus, exert positive net radiative effects globally. The SW and LW radiative effects of each of cloud type are presented in Figs. 8 and 9 , respectively. Single-layer cirrus are found to reduce SW absorption by only 0.8 W m 22 but decrease outgoing LW by 2.8 W m 22 resulting in a net warming effect of 2 W m 22 . In contrast, stratocumulus clouds reduce SW absorption by 10.4 W m 22 on the global annual mean, an effect nearly five times stronger than their greenhouse effect noted above. While single-layer nimbostratus, altostratus, and deep convective clouds exert significant effects in both SW and LW radiation individually, these effects largely cancel over the midlatitudes and tropics resulting in comparatively weak global mean net radiative effects. Cloud shortwave effects at the TOA are dominated by the grid box mean cloud optical depth, which peaks in areas of frequent stratocumulus a few hundred kilometers off the west coasts of North America, South America, Africa, and Australia. Stratus exert significant C SW but in smaller regions confined closer to the coasts while altostratus and nimbostratus exert strong C SW in the higher-latitude storm tracks. Once again, infrequent single-layer deep convective clouds lead to a relatively small net SW radiative effect that is confined to the ITCZ and west Pacific.
Cloud longwave effects are generally dominated by the distribution of cloud-top height within each grid box peaking in regions where cirrus and altostratus are prevalent such as the intertropical and South Pacific convergence zones. At higher latitudes, frequent, relatively deep nimbostratus exert a significant longwave radiative effect that sums to a global impact comparable in magnitude to that of cirrus and altostratus. Perhaps less intuitively, clouds identified as stratocumulus in 2BCLD are also found to exert a substantial longwave radiative effect, owing to their large populations in storm tracks in North Atlantic and Pacific and over the southern oceans. While it may be debated whether it might be more appropriate to classify these clouds as cumulus, these results clearly indicate that, in sufficient numbers, purely liquid bearing clouds with high emissivities and tops warmer than 273 K exert a significant global LW radiative effect at the TOA. At the fine resolution of individual CloudSat fields of view, single-layer deep convective clouds are observed relatively infrequently, leading to a muted impact on TOA radiation that is largely confined to the ITCZ and west Pacific.
While these findings generally follow basic physical principles governing cloud radiative effects that have been understood for several decades (Manabe and Strickler 1964; Stephens and Webster 1981; Ramanathan et al. 1989; Harrison et al. 1990; Stephens and Greenwald 1991; Gleckler et al. 1995) , the active sensors aboard CloudSat and CALIPSO allow these effects to be quantified for individual cloud types defined based on explicit measures of their vertical structure. More importantly, CloudSat and CALIPSO provide unprecedented ability to identify pixels containing overlapping cloud layers, revealing that multilayered cloud systems dominate both C SW,TOA and C LW,TOA , exerting albedo and greenhouse effects of 219.4 and 13.2 W m 22 , respectively. These radiative effects of multilayered cloud systems bear a strong resemblance to those of deep convective clouds in the tropics and stratocumulus clouds over midlatitude oceans, partially explaining the reduced influence deep convection globally relative to other studies (Oreopoulos and Rossow 2011) . At the pixel level, these observations reveal that systems that are traditionally generalized as ''deep convection'' really consist of a relatively small fraction of contiguous deep cores and a much larger fraction of multilayer clouds that often consist of cirrus overlying liquid clouds (Stephens and Wood 2007) . While this distinction may seem inconsequential for TOA radiation balance, it has important implications for the structure of radiative heating in the atmosphere that can significantly influence atmospheric general circulation. Thus accurate estimates of the relative frequency of single-and multilayered clouds within convective systems have the potential to improve the accuracy of climate models (Chepfer et al. 2008; Naud et al. 2010) .
2) SEASONAL VARIATION OF CLOUD RADIATIVE

EFFECTS
Cloud cover, environmental characteristics, and solar insolation all vary substantially over the course of the year imparting a strong seasonality on net cloud radiative effects. For historical context, wherever possible the seasonal variability in cloud radiative effects are loosely grouped into cloud types that parallel those adopted more than 25 years ago by Ockert-Bell and Hartmann FIG. 8 . As in Fig. 7 , but for shortwave cloud radiative effects at the TOA (W m 22 ).
(1992) and Hartmann et al. (1992) to illustrate the evolution of the perspective provided by earlier passive instruments into that from modern radar and lidar observations. The most logical grouping is illustrated in Fig. 1 that highlights the new information provided by spaceborne active sensors. The five cloud types on the left correspond to the cloud-top pressure and visible optical depth-based cloud type definitions used by Hartmann et al. (1992) . Those on the right illustrate where each of the nine 2BCLD CloudSat and CALIPSO vertical structure-based classes resides on this diagram. Given that there is no 1:1 relationship between physical height and pressure and the optical depths of the 2BCLD cloud types are variable, the axes on the righthand chart have been replaced with qualitative indicators of increasing cloud height and optical thickness. Nevertheless, Fig. 10 illustrates how active sensors allow further distinctions to be made based on quantitative cloud top and base information and explicit detection of multiple cloud layers. Lacking such information, ISCCP cloud types were primarily based on estimates of cloud top height and total optical thickness and made no distinction between single and multilayered cloud systems, often misinterpreting the latter as midlevel clouds (Mace et al. 2009 ). More modern clustering techniques make use of spatial structure information to better distinguish cumuliform and stratiform cloud types but have not fully resolved issues associated with misinterpreting multilayered cloud systems (Tselioudis and Jakob 2002; Oreopoulos and Rossow 2011) . By contrast, vertically resolved measurements from CloudSat and CALIPSO are able to distinguish multilayered cloud systems from deep convective and midthick clouds as well as to subdivide mid-and low-level cloud types into altocumulus, altostratus, cumulus, stratocumulus, and stratus based on their vertical and horizontal extents, as shown in Fig. 1b . Figure 10 compares zonal mean distributions of TOA SW, LW, and net CRE in Northern Hemisphere winter and summer defined as December-February (DJF) and June-August (JJA), respectively. Total zonal mean SW CRE (Figs. 10a,b) is approximately mirrored about the equator in DJF compared to JJA, owing to the shift in solar illumination between the hemispheres as expected. However, significant asymmetries exist at higher latitudes where shortwave effects are considerably more pronounced in the Southern Hemisphere in DJF due to enhanced solar reflection from ubiquitous marine clouds in the Southern Ocean. This asymmetry can be largely attributed to increased effects of stratocumulus clouds FIG. 9 . As in Fig. 7 , but for longwave cloud radiative effects at the TOA (W m 22 ). that exert nearly 3 times as much SW CRE over the Southern Oceans than at similar latitudes in the Northern Hemisphere owing to the substantial difference in land fraction between the hemispheres.
By contrast, Figs. 10c and 10d show that the LW CRE is far more symmetric between the hemispheres with a maximum tracking the migration of the ITCZ and a distinct minimum in the subsidence regions at approximately 208 latitude in the winter hemisphere. This results in a hemispheric imbalance in net CRE. Not surprisingly, deep convective clouds and isolated cirrus dominate single-layered clouds effects on C LW,TOA in the tropics while midlevel cloud types contribute significantly at midlatitudes. The LW CRE of single-layer high clouds are, however, confined to tropical regions and considerably reduced relative to estimates from passive sensors owing to the explicit distinction between single-and multilayered systems enabled by active sensors. This is in contrast to the perspective from passive sensors suggesting nearly equal contributions are made by high-thin clouds and high-thick clouds (e.g., Hartmann et al. 1992; Oreopoulos and Rossow 2011) . Figures 10e and 10f demonstrate that SW radiative effects dominate net cloud radiative effects at the TOA at most latitudes in both hemispheres with the exception of the polar regions in the winter hemisphere where nimbostratus and multilayered cloud systems induce a net heating over the ice caps. While it is well understood that clouds exert a positive net CRE in polar night, the magnitude of this effect has been very difficult to quantify with passive sensors, let alone isolating the effects of different cloud types. Here we find that cloud heating reaches a peak of more than 20 W m 22 over the Southern Hemisphere sea ice at 658S before decreasing substantially over the interior of the Antarctic ice sheet. Conversely, clouds are found to warm the Arctic in winter by a more uniform 15 W m 22 poleward of 608N. Globally, stratocumulus and multilayered clouds contribute nearly equally to net CRE at the TOA, each imparting a large net cooling to Earth's energy budget. This can be contrasted with previous work that suggested that low clouds dominate the net radiative effect, with midlevel clouds providing the second-largest contribution. This emphasizes the value of spaceborne active sensors for resolving the ambiguity introduced in assigning multilayered systems by cloud-top pressure and optical depth (Mace et al. 2006 (Mace et al. , 2009 . Scenes that contain a combination of high and low cloud are frequently misclassified as optically thick midlevel cloud by passive sensors (Marchand et al. 2010; Mace and Wrenn 2013) . This has important implications for evaluating cloud distributions and their resultant radiative effects in global models. Vertically resolved measurements from CloudSat and CALIPSO offer new capability to resolve such ambiguities enabling new methods of cloud partitioning that may provide a robust understanding of the radiative effects of complex multilayered cloud types.
b. Surface
Clouds also strongly impact the surface energy balance by modulating radiative heat exchanges between the atmosphere, land surface, and the ocean Bony et al. 1997; Wild et al. 2013) . In fact, more than 90% of the excess energy in the climate system due to increased greenhouse gas concentrations is absorbed at the surface where clouds play a critical role in modulating radiative fluxes (Trenberth et al. 2009 (Trenberth et al. , 2014 . However, current estimates of surface energy budget are poorly resolved because passive sensors lack the ability to penetrate optically thick clouds and quantify cloud base height. Models also exhibit large biases in radiative fluxes at the surface relative to ground-based measurements, some of which may be associated with cloud base heights (Garratt 2001; Wild et al. 2001; Wild 2005 Wild , 2008 Li et al. 2013; Wild et al. 2013) . The accurate cloud base information provided by CloudSat and CALIPSO allows more robust estimates of how clouds influence the surface energy balance (L'Ecuyer et al. 2009; Stephens et al. 2012) . Figures 11-13 show the global distributions of C Net,SFC , C SW,SFC , and C LW,SFC derived from 2BFLX from each cloud type over 2007-10. Most clouds exert larger net cooling effects at the surface (Fig. 11) compared to the TOA (Fig. 7) . The exception is stratus and stratocumulus clouds that enhance LW emission to the surface offsetting a significant fraction of their SW FIG. 11 . As in Fig. 7 , but for net cloud radiative effects at the surface (W m 22 ). cooling effect. On the global annual mean, multilayered cloud systems represent the single largest source of cooling in Earth's surface energy budget with an estimated surface net CRE of 211.9 W m 22 . Stratocumulus clouds exert the second strongest net cooling at the surface (24.1 W m 22 ), only half as strong as their net effect at the TOA. All cloud types, especially, stratiform clouds and multilayered cloud systems, are found to exert a net warming effect over polar regions where enhanced longwave emission exceeds impacts on SW absorption owing to the reflective snow and ice surfaces and reduced annual mean solar insolation (Pavolonis and Key 2003) .
It is clear from Figs. 12 and 13 that longwave heating dominates the difference in CRE between the TOA and surface. Figure 12 shows that the spatial patterns of C SW,SFC and C SW,TOA are very similar even though each cloud type exerts larger shortwave cooling effect at the surface than the TOA owing to additional absorption of SW radiation. The greatest contributions to C SW,SFC are, therefore, once again from multilayered cloud systems (222.3 W m 22 ) and stratocumulus clouds (211.6 W m 22 ) as at the TOA. On the other hand, C LW,SFC (Fig. 13 ) exhibits distinctly different patterns from the TOA (Fig. 9 ). For example, cirrus clouds, deep convective clouds, and multilayered cloud systems exert much greater longwave radiative effects at the TOA than at the surface. Stratocumulus, stratus, and cumulus clouds, on the other hand, exert significant LW warming at the surface especially over subtropical and midlatitude oceans where they enhance longwave emission to the surface at warm temperatures that correspond to their low cloud bases and large optical thicknesses (Mülmenstädt et al. 2018) .
Global estimates of the zonal mean CRE at the surface are displayed in Fig. 14. Overall, there is closer symmetry between the CRE in DJF and in JJA at the surface than at the TOA. The zonal distribution of C SW,SFC (Figs. 14a,b) is similar to C SW,TOA (Figs. 10a,b ), but with a larger magnitude. C SW,SFC peaks in DJF over the Southern Ocean where it approaches 2140 W m 22 on the seasonal mean. The zonal distribution of C LW,SFC is substantially different from C LW,TOA exhibiting a pronounced minimum in the tropics owing to both a relatively low fraction of optically thick low clouds and the effects of water vapor that mask cloud emission to the surface. LW CRE increases at the surface over midlatitudes especially over the southern oceans where clouds enhance LW emission to the surface by nearly 60 W m 22 in both summer and winter causing a substantial FIG. 12 . As in Fig. 7 , but for shortwave cloud radiative effects at the surface (W m 22 ). seasonal oscillation in net cloud radiative effects at the surface (Figs. 14c,d) . Figures 14e and 14f indicate that clouds strongly cool the surface in the summer hemisphere while exerting somewhat smaller warming effects in the winter hemisphere. Thus the seasonal contrast in solar insolation between the hemispheres is muted at the surface . The largest annual cycle of net CRE at the surface occurs over the southern oceans where clouds exert substantial warming in JJA and exert the strongest seasonal-mean net cooling observed anywhere on Earth in DJF. This results in a 125 W m 22 variation in net radiation absorbed at the surface over the annual cycle. When integrated over each hemisphere, this alternating cloud heating and cooling between winter and summer leads to about 100 W m 22 of relative cooling in the summer hemisphere offsetting a substantial fraction of the seasonal hemispheric imbalance in solar insolation.
Discussion and conclusions
This work updates global observational estimates of cloud impacts on the global radiation balance in light of the new vertically resolved cloud information from CloudSat and CALIPSO. While this topic is far from new, these active sensors provide more robust information for separating single-layered and multilayered cloud systems according to their spatial and vertical structure than previous available. We calculate the radiative effects of nine distinct cloud types using the fifth release 2B-FLXHR-lidar product, which yields high horizontal and vertical resolution (1.4 3 1.7 km 2 and 240 m, respectively) radiative flux and heating rate profiles consistent with CloudSat, CALIPSO, MODIS, and AMSR-E observations. On the annual mean, clouds are found to exert a net cooling of 217.1 6 4.2 W m 22 . This results from 244.2 6 2 W m 22 of SW reflection and 27.1 6 3.7 W m 22 of enhanced LW heating, globally. Contrary to classical analyses, the greatest contributions to global CRE are found to come from multilayered clouds that are often misclassified as thick midlevel clouds in approaches that use passive sensors alone. Since multilayered cloud systems are often represented through crude overlap parameterizations in atmospheric general circulation models, these results reinforce the significant challenges involved in accurately modeling the impact of clouds on atmospheric circulations (Pincus et al. 2006; Naud et al. 2008; Mace et al. 2009; Shonk et al. 2012) . The decomposition of cloud radiative effects into the vertically resolved cloud types and multilayered cloud systems presented here may FIG. 13 . As in Fig. 7 , but for longwave cloud radiative effects at the surface (W m 22 ). offer a potential pathway for evaluating the distribution of cloud radiative effects and column heating rates within AGCMs in light of the new vertical structure information provided by spaceborne active sensors in much the same way as ISCCP and ERBE did three decades ago Harrison et al. 1990; Webb et al. 2001; Zhang et al. 2005; Wyant et al. 2006 ). This work also leverages CloudSat and CALIPSO cloud boundary information to discern the influence of cloud-type variations on radiation balance at Earth's surface, a critical factor in modulating the disposition of excess energy in the climate system. The global annual net cloud radiative effect at the surface is estimated to be 224.8 6 8.7 W m 22 . SFC SW CRE exhibits a very similar spatial pattern as TOA SW CRE but is enhanced by 7 to 251.1 6 7.8 W m 22 owing to increased atmospheric absorption by clouds. On the other hand, the global mean LW CRE at the surface (26.3 6 3.8 W m 22 ) is almost identical to that at the TOA but exhibits a markedly different spatial pattern, reflecting the fact that SFC LW CRE derives from enhanced emission from liquid water near the surface. This implies that, while cloud SW effects govern cloud impacts on total atmospheric heating, LW effects govern its redistribution. This result is explored in much greater detail in a companion paper (i.e., Part II of this paper, Hang et al. 2019) .
It is further shown that multilayered clouds also dominate CRE at the surface, enhancing surface longwave radiation by 10.4 W m 22 and reducing surface shortwave radiation by 22.3 W m 22 . Stratocumulus clouds also strongly reduce surface shortwave radiation by 11.6 W m 22 but nearly 60% of this is offset by enhanced LW emission. These results provide valuable constraints on TOA and surface energy balance and hint at the different roles distinct cloud types may play in atmospheric heating. They clearly confirm that clouds with similar TOA radiative signatures can have very different impacts at the surface. This is consistent with the fact that distinct cloud types exhibit distinct vertical heating profiles in the atmosphere and, by extension, exert distinct influences on large-scale circulations (Mace and Wrenn 2013) . Although it is beyond the FIG. 14. As in Fig. 10 , but for seasonal zonal mean cloud radiative effects at the surface (W m 22 ). scope of the current study, CloudSat and CALIPSO provide the vertical resolution required to examine the influence of cloud morphology on the spatial and vertical distribution of heating within the atmosphere (Mather and McFarlane 2009; Protat et al. 2014; Ham et al. 2017) .
Consistent with other recent work, a hemispheric asymmetry in CRE is observed. This is illustrated in Fig. 15 , which summarizes all of the numerical findings from this paper and reports the radiative impacts of each vertical structure-based cloud type at the TOA and SFC for each hemisphere separately. At the TOA, clouds cool the Northern Hemisphere by 212.8 W m 22 while cooling the Southern Hemisphere by 221.4 W m 22 . This asymmetry is primarily caused by the strong radiative cooling from stratocumulus over the Southern Ocean during local summer (Fasullo and Trenberth 2008; Stephens et al. 2016) . Stratocumulus clouds exert almost twice as much SW cooling at the TOA (213.5 W m 22 ) in the Southern Hemisphere as they do in the Northern Hemisphere (27.5 W m 22 ).
Possibly more striking, however, is the fact that there is no accompanying hemispheric imbalance in cloud radiative effects at the surface. On the annual mean, the stronger summertime surface SW cooling from stratocumulus is canceled by enhanced LW heating from low clouds year-round. This suggests that the asymmetry in cloud radiative effects is primarily realized in the atmosphere, influencing atmospheric heat transport across the equator much more so than in the oceans. As noted by many others, understanding and modeling this hemispheric asymmetry is critical for accurately FIG. 15 . Summary of type-separated global, Northern Hemisphere, and Southern Hemisphere annual mean cloud fraction (%) and cloud radiative effect (W m 22 ) at the TOA and surface. All data presented are from 2BFLX, 2007-10. representing atmospheric circulations in global models (Frierson et al. 2013; Loeb et al. 2016; Stephens et al. 2016) . The results presented here reinforce the need to resolve model low cloud biases in the southern oceans and add an imperative to assess and improve the representation of multilayered cloud systems using active sensors.
